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Stakeholder Engagement:
WHY?

• The goal of response is wider than radiation health:
• minimise disruption / anxiety
• maximise rate of recovery (social, economic)

• Need to understand local concerns and issues
• all strategies have different consequences for different groups 

within the community
• there is no single ‘correct’ strategy

• A good response requires facilitated engagement between 
everyone affected by the emergency and/or the proposed 
protective strategies
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Radiation Emergencies 
impacting UK

• 1957   Windscale Fire
• [1979  Three Mile Island]

• 1986  Chernobyl

• 2005  London polonium poisoning

• 2011  Fukushima

Increasing self-empowerment and articulation of the public
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Stakeholder Engagement: 
not just radiation emergencies

• Emergencies: 
• Radiation....
• Other: Swine Flu, Buncefield (fuel storage), Camelford (mains water 

pollution), tyre fires....
• (national) emergency exercises

• Chronic public health concerns
• nuclear power programme, mobile phones
• contaminated land: radiation and chemical
• waste management: landfill, incinerators, composting....
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UK Lessons Learned for 
Governmental Organisations

• For effective engagement, stakeholder must:
• respect your expertise
• trust in your independence
• trust that you have a genuine interest in their concerns
• believe you are empowered to act

• Public look to ‘independent’ organisations and professions
• Public look to direct contact with individuals
• Public understand ‘optimisation’ – ie balancing harms and 

benefits
• Public will accept an iterative approach to improving the 

situation – providing it is well-managed
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What have I learned?

People want responses that:
• sound reasonable
• address their concerns
• involve them  (and are not patronising)
• are honest about what is not known  (with a reasoned approach to 

dealing with this uncertainty)
• are equitable from their perspective
• enable them to plan their lives (being told when information will be 

available is better than saying nothing, and certainly better than giving 
wrong information (avoid ‘broken promises’))

• give them reasons to ignore ‘scare-mongering’
• give them reassurance for their children’s health (they don’t want to 

feel guilty for the rest of their lives)
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Specific Comments for Food

• Public Trust
• Clear criteria for withdrawal of restrictions agreed in advance
• Criteria:  dose, primary activity concentrations, practical criteria
• Ideally:  adopt international dose and activity concentrations, but: 

– Dose: take account of reality – food sources, diet, age, time variation...
– Primary activity concentrations: demonstrate (flexible) link to dose
– Practical criteria:  if monitoring samples, reduce criteria to account for 

missed ‘outliers’; monitor food as close to eaten form as possible
• Robust systems to prevent food above criteria from entering market 

• Engagement by Farmers
• Practical and ‘repeatable’ monitoring methods, developed with farmers
• Equitable systems
• Compensation – sufficient to encourage compliance, but not to develop 

dependency


